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Abstract
This paper describes the project called Axolotl which comprises a Spanish-Nahuatl parallel corpus and its search interface. Spanish and
Nahuatl are distant languages spoken in the same country. Due to the scarcity of digital resources, we describe the several problems that
arose when compiling this corpus: most of our sources were non-digital books, we faced errors when digitizing the sources and there
were difficulties in the sentence alignment process, just to mention some. The documents of the parallel corpus are not homogeneous,
they were extracted from different sources, there is dialectal, diachronical, and orthographical variation. Additionally, we present a web
search interface that allows to make queries through the whole parallel corpus, the system is capable to retrieve the parallel fragments
that contain a word or phrase searched by a user in any of the languages. To our knowledge, this is the first Spanish-Nahuatl public
available digital parallel corpus. We think that this resource can be useful to develop language technologies and linguistic studies for this
language pair.
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1. Introduction
Parallel corpora are a rich linguistic resource which com-
prises bodies of text in parallel translation, i.e., a set of
texts in different languages which are translations from
each other. This type of corpus is one of the most valu-
able resources in the development of several Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) applications. For instance, parallel
corpora provides indispensable training data for the statis-
tical machine translation systems (Brown et al., 1993) and
it is also useful for some other applications like multilin-
gual text retrieval and automatic bilingual lexical acquisi-
tion (Widdows et al., 2002; Guinovart, 2012).
Parallel texts are also a useful resource for aiding hu-
man translators. For instance, computer assisted transla-
tion tools or parallel corpus search interfaces, allow users
to search for words and expressions in bilingual texts and
see how other people translated an expression and in which
context a certain translation is used (Volk et al., 2014).
Additionally, parallel corpora can be used in the linguis-
tics field, since it is helpful for performing contrastive and
translation studies (Johansson, 2007).
The most common sources for gathering large amounts of
parallel data include specialized domain texts such as par-
liamentary proceedings, religious texts and software manu-
als. Additionally, the World Wide Web represents a good
source for finding large-size and balanced parallel text
(Resnik and Smith, 2003). On the Web it is possible to find
bilingual or multilingual websites which can be useful to
extract readily available parallel text in several domains and
language pairs. There are several examples of websites that
offer their contents in several languages, for instance: in-
ternational institutions, universities, touristic services, etc.
However, only for few language pairs there exist large
amounts of readily available parallel data. We face a
scarcity problem specially when one or both of the lan-
guages are low-resourced, i.e., the cases in which a lan-
guage have a small amount of digital documents due to a
small density of speakers or due to technological and other
reasons.

In this work, we focus on the language pair Spanish-
Nahuatl. These two languages are spoken in the same
country (Mexico) but they are distant from each other,
they belong to different linguistic families: Indo-European
and Uto-Aztecan. Nahuatl is an indigenous language with
around 1.5M speakers and it is a language with scarcity
of monolingual and parallel corpora. Spanish has a much
more bigger amount of speakers and available digital re-
sources, however, we are dealing with a low-resource set-
ting since there are not large amounts of Spanish-Nahuatl
parallel texts and it is difficult to obtain them using the tra-
ditional sources.
We present a Spanish-Nahuatl parallel corpus that was
gathered mainly from non-digital sources, our sources were
books from a variety of domains. In addition, we imple-
mented a search interface that could offer to the user an
efficient and useful way to exploit the gathered parallel cor-
pora. To our knowledge, it did not exist a digital publicly
available parallel corpus for this language pair.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains
a description of the parallel corpus and the compilation pro-
cess of the parallel documents. In section 3, we describe the
search interface that allows to make queries in the corpus.
Section 4 contains a brief overview of the applications of
our work. Finally, section 5 contains the conclusions and a
discussion of the future work.

2. The Spanish-Nahuatl parallel corpus
2.1. Compilation of the documents
As we have mentioned before, Spanish and Nahuatl are dis-
tant languages, i.e., they do not share many orthographic,
morphological or syntactic similarities. Table 1 contains
examples of Nahuatl-Spanish parallel sentences that illus-
trate some differences between the languages. Both lan-
guages have rich morphology but Nahuatl is a highly agglu-
tinative language while Spanish is a fusional language. We
can see that one single Nahuatl word can correspond to sev-
eral words in the other language. In these examples the syn-
tactic order is not always the same in both languages. Fur-
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thermore, the last Nahuatl sentence is written using a dif-
ferent orthography compared to the previous Nahuatl sen-
tences.

tinechcaquiznequi (Nahuatl)
me quieres oir (Spanish)

you want to hear me
In cihuamizton ipan ahcopechtli ca.(Nahuatl)
La gata estaba encima de la mesa. (Spanish)

The (female) cat is on the table
pejke san motlajtlachiliyaj (Nahuatl)

empezaron a mirarse nada mas (Spanish)
they started to just look at each others

Table 1: Examples of Nahuatl-Spanish parallel sentences

When we were gathering sources of parallel texts for the
Spanish-Nahuatl language pair, it was not easy to obtain
parallel content from the typical web sources. Nahuatl does
not have a web presence or text production comparable to
Spanish, it is not possible to find many multilingual web-
sites as in the case of several indo-european languages. De-
spite the fact that Nahuatl is the second most spoken native
language in Mexico, governmental, touristic and other web-
sites do not offer their content in this language.
It is worth mentioning that there exist some online Nahuatl
resources like the Nahuatl Wikipedia. However, we dis-
carded this resource since its texts do not constitute a paral-
lel corpus (the articles are no exact translations), Wikipedia
is more properly a comparable corpus. On the other hand,
many of the contributors are not Nahuatl native speakers
and the orthography can significantly change from article
to article. We were not sure what would be the impact of
this kind of texts in our parallel corpus, so we did not take
them into account in this first compilation of parallel texts.
Most of our parallel texts come from non digital books,
we searched for books with parallel content in several li-
braries and then we digitized them. As we have mentioned
before, when we work with low-resource languages, tradi-
tional sources and methods does not work exactly the same,
in our case, we faced difficulties when digitizing the texts.
We used an Optical Character recognition (OCR)1 software
but it made several mistakes in the task of automatically
recognizing Nahuatl text.
We identified that these mistakes were mainly associated
with the fact that the OCR could not properly identify the
language Nahuatl. Since the software had a lack of experi-
ence in processing Nahuatl, it tried to adapt character pat-
terns corresponding to other languages and often make false
corrections. Some other mistakes were related to phonolog-
ical marks and typography that were difficult to recognize
by the software and also to the fact of having more than one
language mixed in the same page.
We had to perform a manual correction of the texts after
getting them recognized by the software. The parallel doc-
uments belong to different domains, e.g., history, literature,
didactic material, short stories, recipes. Beside the different
domains, the documents of the parallel corpus are not quite

1http://www.abbyy.com/

homogeneous in the sense that there is dialectal, diachronic
and even orthographical variation. Nahuatl is a language
that has many dialects, moreover, nowadays it does not ex-
ist a general agreement regarding to the appropriate way to
write the language.
So far, we have digitized and corrected 31 books, we have
also added parallel texts that were already in a digital for-
mat (texts found on the web or given to us by collaborators).
In total, we have 35 different sources of parallel texts. The
current total size of the parallel corpus is around 1,186,662
tokens, i.e, taking into account the documents of both lan-
guages combined.

2.2. Corpus information
The figure 1 shows a rough classification of the document
genres in the parallel corpus. In addition, we made a very
general classification of the dialect in which the Nahuatl
texts are written (Table 2).
The older texts of our corpus are written in Classical Nahu-
atl, i.e., the dialect in which Nahuatl texts were written
when a latin alphabet writing system was first adapted to
the language. Classical Nahuatl was mainly used for reli-
gious, chronicles, and legal texts around 16th and 17th cen-
turies. In the modern Nahuatl classification, we included
the several modern linguistic variants found in our corpus.
We only show the dialect distribution for Nahuatl, since in
this sense Spanish texts are more or less uniform across the
parallel corpus.

Figure 1: General genre classification of the parallel docu-
ments

Nahuatl dialect Percentage of documents
Classical 45.7%
Modern 54.3%

Table 2: General distribution of Nahuatl dialects in the par-
allel corpus

One important aspect to allow the explotation of the bilin-
gual lexical information contained in a parallel corpus is
the alignment. Alignment is the process of pairing bilin-
gual correspondences at an specific level, i.e., document
(Braschler and Scäuble, 1998), paragraph (Gelbukh and
Sidorov, 2006), sentence (Brown et al., 1991; Gale and
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Church, 1993) or word level (Brown et al., 1993). We per-
formed alignment at the sentence level. We used several
methods depending on the type of document because it is
not always a straightforward task when we deal with dis-
tant languages and with very different sources. In some
texts, it was possible to use traditional statistical methods
(Brown et al., 1991; Gale and Church, 1993) that are based
on sentence length. For some type of documents, we per-
formed semi-automatic alignment, i.e., we took advantage
of several markers contained in the documents indicating
the corresponding translations. And in some cases we had
to perform manual alignment.
It is important to mention that due to the variety of texts
and to the different techniques used for the alignment, the
obtained alignments sometimes correspond to larger units,
like paragraphs.

3. The search interface
Once we built the parallel corpus, we were interested in de-
veloping an application that could make this resource eas-
ily available. We designed a web querying interface, named
Axolotl, that allows to search within the corpus for words
or phrases in both languages.
The idea of the system is to perform queries in the paral-
lel texts and to display those parallel fragments that contain
the searched word in one of the languages. In our web inter-
face, users are able of making queries in Spanish or Nahuatl
and to retrieve parallel fragments of our parallel corpus con-
taining the results. It is important to mention, that this type
of search is possible since the parallel corpus is aligned at
sentence level.
Our web system is similar to other online parallel corpus
query systems like Linguee2 and the OPUS Corpus Query
(Tiedemann, 2012), just to mention some.
The search results displayed by the Axolotl system does not
only contain textual fragments but also information about
the source of these fragments and a preview of the PDF
document from where the text was extracted.
Axolotl’s search engine provides flexibility in the queries.
Beside the standard search of a word or a phrase, the users
can make more complex queries in order to obtain more
accurate results. For instance, they can use binary operators
(AND, OR) and they can use proximity matching in order
to find words that are within a specific distance away, just
to mention some.

3.1. Basic architecture of the system
The basic architecture of the system comprises several in-
formation technologies. We tried to design the system in a
way that could manage large amounts of parallel text, even
though our corpus is relative small. The aligned parallel
content is stored in a MongoDB3 database that allows to
write and read the data in a fast way. We stored the doc-
uments in the database in a way that it was indicated the
correspondence between parallel sentences.
In order to be able to search and retrieve efficiently the
user’s queries, a web search engine must be used. In our

2http://www.linguee.com/
3https://www.mongodb.org/

case, we implemented it by using Lucene/Solr4 which are
widely known information retrieval tools. Using this en-
gine we indexed the parallel texts previously stored in the
database. This indexing allows to perform queries in the
corpus. The search engine is an essential component, it al-
lows to retrieve the parallel sentences ordered by relevance
according to the user’s query. It also allows to use operators
to make complex queries, among other functionalities.
Regarding to the web interface, Solr provides APIs for sev-
eral programming languages, we chose Ruby on Rails5 for
the web implementation.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic architecture of our system. The
system is based in a model–view–controller (MVC) archi-
tecture, where a controller recieves the parameters that the
user sends from the view. After the petition is processed,
the controller sends back the results to the view, so the user
can visualize them in the web interface.
The diagram shows how the user, through the search view
in the web interface, selects the language and provides
a word or phrase to search. These parameters are pro-
cessed by the Rails controller and sent through the method
#search. This method gives to Solr the parameters in order
to perform the query.
Solr search engine retrieves from the database the content
that fulfills the search parameters. Once the search results
are obtained, they are stored in a variable. This variable
stores only a first set results, which are sent to the view
(show view) where the user can choose to see the next set
of results (pagination).

3.2. Resource availability
The parallel corpus search interface Axolotl is freely avail-
able on the Web6 . Our aim is that this web service become
part of the LRE MAp and the ”Sharing LRs” initiative.
Regarding to the copyrights of the texts, we consulted the
national law valid in Mexico. Not the same legal constraints
apply to all the texts. For instance, many ancient Nahuatl
texts are considered as public domain but in some cases,
the diffusion of the Spanish associated translation can be
protected if it is a recent translation. In sum, these legal
constraints prevent in many cases the diffusion of an entire
digitized book but they allow to show fragments, specially
if it is for educational or research purposes.
Our current version of Axolotl allows to make searches
through the whole parallel corpus, but, due to these restric-
tions, it does not allow to download entire books and their
scanned version, instead it shows a preview of the scanned
book.

4. Applications
Regarding to the application of our work, the Spanish-
Nahuatl parallel corpus and its querying interface, could
encourage the generation of several language technologies
for this language pair. We believe that this is especially
important in a country with a vast linguistic diversity but
very few, or none, language technologies developed for the
regional indigenous languages.

4https://lucene.apache.org/
5http://rubyonrails.org/
6http://www.corpus.unam.mx/axolotl
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Figure 2: Basic architecture of Axolotl’s parallel corpus
search interface

This parallel corpus is being currently used in a auto-
matic bilingual lexicon extraction task (Gutierrez-Vasques,
2015).
Although our parallel corpus is small compared to the sizes
usually required by statistical machine translation systems,
it could represent a first step in the development of auto-
matic translation technology which is currently not avail-
able for this language pair.
In general, the parallel corpus could be an useful resource
for the development of multilingual language technologies
and also for performing more linguistic studies such as con-
trastive and historical linguistics and also translation stud-
ies.

5. Conclusions and future work
In this work, we have presented a parallel corpus for the
language pair Spanish-Nahuatl. We described the paral-
lel corpus compilation process which comprised digitizing
most of the texts, manual corrections and a sentence-level
alignment.
Since the parallel texts come from very different sources
there is dialectal and diachronic variation. Furthermore,
there is a lack of orthographic normalization. Despite that

the lack of an orthographic norm and other types of varia-
tion can represent ”noise” for many of the NLP statistical
methods, we decided to keep all the parallel documents due
to the data scarcity.
We developed a public available web interface, Axolotl,
that allows to make queries in the whole parallel corpus.
The system shows the parallel sentences that contain the
word or phrase searched by a user. Additionally, the sys-
tem shows from where the text was taken and a preview of
the original document.
Nahuatl is an indigenous low-resource language, this paral-
lel corpus could encourage the creation of several language
technologies and linguistic studies for the Spanish-Nahuatl
language pair.
We realize that the different types of variation in the par-
allel texts, imply many challenges when building a parallel
corpus and its querying interface. As a future work, it may
be necessary to use richer annotation schemes to specify
the dialect in which a text is written and also to perform
some text normalization. This could be helpful to retrieve
more accurate results when a search is performed and also
it could provide more information, for instance, in the cases
in which a user is interested in performing some linguistic
analysis like dialectology.
Currently, we keep adding some digital and non-digital
sources to the parallel corpus, in some cases these texts
have to pass through a manual review. In the future, we
would like to allow users to contribute with the parallel cor-
pus by uploading parallel texts through the web interface.
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